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We propose a new grid-group deployment scheme in wireless sensor networks. We use combinatorial 
designs for key predistribution in sensor nodes. The deployment region is divided into square 
regions. The predistribution scheme has the advantage that all nodes within a particular region can 
communicate with each other directly and nodes which lie in a different regions can communicate 
via special nodes called agents which have more resources than the general nodes. The number of 
agents in a region is always three, whatever the size of the network. We give measures of resiliency 
taking the Lee distance into account. Apart from considering the resiliency in terms of fraction 
of links broken, we also consider the resiliency as the number of nodes and regions disconnected 
when some sensor are compromised. This second measure, though very important, had not been 
studied so far in key predistribution schemes which use deployment knowledge. We find that the 
resiliency as the fraction of links compromised is better than existing schemes. The number ofkeys 
preloaded in each sensor node is much less than all existing schemes and nodes are either directly 
connected or connected via two hop paths. The deterministic key predistribution schemes result in 
constant-time computation overhead for shared key discovery and path key establishment.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Sensor nodes in adversarial areas are prone to node capture or node compro
mise. To enhance the resiliency against node compromise, sensor nodes may be
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deployed in groups in a predetermined way. Several studies have been made

where deployment knowledge has been used instead of deploying nodes ran-

domly. Schemes in which deployment knowledge has been used are Du et al.

[2004, 2006], Yu and Guan [2005, 2008], Liu and Ning [2003, 2006], Younis

et al. [2006], Zhou et al. [2006], Huang et al. [2004], Huang and Medhi [2007],

Chan and Perrig [2005], and Simonova et al. [2006].

Towards secure communication, it is important that any two sensor nodes

should communicate in an encrypted manner using a common secret key. Due to

resource constraints, symmetric encryption is preferred over public key tech-

niques. Hence key predistribution is an effective solution. Given any kind of

deployment, the key predistribution techniques may be randomized, determin-

istic, or hybrid. Surveys of key predistribution schemes can be found in Ruj

[2009], Çamtepe and Yener [2005], and Xiao et al. [2007].

In a homogeneous key predistribution scheme all sensor nodes have the same

storage and computation power. In this article we propose a heterogeneous key

predistribution scheme for a known deployment scheme. Other heterogeneous

schemes can be found in Zhu et al. [2003], Jolly et al. [2003], Cheng and Agrawal

[2007], Paterson and Stinson [2008], Das and Sengupta [2008], Heinzelman

et al. [2000], Ferreira et al. [2005], Oliveira et al. [2006, 2007], Du et al. [2007],

and Hussain et al. [2007]. In some applications where sensors are scattered

over an adversarial area we require that the complete disconnection of one

region does not affect another region. For example, consider the situation where

sensors are deployed in a battlefield. Suppose the adversary captures one region

and captures all the sensors. We must ensure that other regions are not affected

by such a compromise. For this the whole target region where the sensor nodes

are to be deployed is partitioned into equal-sized squares or grids as in Liu and

Ning [2003, 2005]. There are two types of sensor nodes having different power

and storage capacities: the nodes that have lower storage and battery power

and agents which are more powerful. It is also assumed that it is more difficult

to compromise an agent than a sensor node. The sensors belonging to one region

contain a set of keys that are completely disjoint from the sensors in some other

region. This ensures that even if one region is totally disconnected, the other

regions are not affected. For each sensor node keys are preloaded in such a way

that all the nodes belonging to a particular square region can communicate

with each other directly.

Key predistribution for these nodes is done using combinatorial designs

called projective planes. The key predistribution scheme is given in Section 3.

It is to be noted that any other combinatorial design could be used like PBIBD,

as discussed in Ruj and Roy [2007]. Each of the square regions also has some

specialized nodes called agents with higher battery power and communication

range. Since the regions can be thought of as a grid, we consider the transmis-

sion range of each agent (in a region of the grid) to be a Lee sphere of appro-

priate radius [Blackburn et al. 2008]. We call this radius as the Lee distance.

Any two agents cannot communicate with each other outside the Lee sphere.

So all resiliency calculations have been done taking the Lee distance into ac-

count. Only three agents are required (whatever be the size of the network)
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in each region to ensure that a particular region can communicate with all

other regions within communication range. Agents have two types of keys. One

type of keys is used for communicating within the square region and the other

type of keys is used for communicating with agents in different regions. The

key predistribution scheme used for interregion communication makes use of

transversal designs. In any key predistribution schemes, three steps are fol-

lowed: key predistribution, shared key discovery (finding one or more common

keys which can be used for communicating securely), and path-key establish-

ment (which is invoked when nodes do not share a common key). The reason for

using combinatorial designs is that they have “patterns” which make shared

key discovery and path-key establishment very efficient both in terms of com-

putation and communication complexity. This very important observation was

pointed out by Lee and Stinson [2008] and Ruj and Roy [2008].

We discuss two types of attacks: selective node capture attack and random

node capture attack. We measure the resiliency in terms of two parameters. We

give experimental values of resiliency and analyze how nodes and agents will

be affected when sensor nodes are compromised. We measure the resiliency

in terms of the fraction of links compromised and also the fraction of nodes

and regions disconnected. This second parameter has not been so far discussed

in any key predistribution scheme using deployment knowledge. We obtain

very high resiliency (in terms of fraction of links compromised) compared to

the schemes in Du et al. [2004, 2006], Yu and Guan [2005, 2008] Liu and Ning

[2003, 2005], Younis et al. [2006], Zhou et al. [2006], Huang et al. [2004], Huang

and Medhi [2007], Chan and Perrig [2005], and Simonova et al. [2006]. We also

get a very good resiliency in terms of the fraction of nodes disconnected and

regions disconnected. For example, for a 31 × 31 grid, if nodes in each region

contain 18 keys (p = 17), then on an average 17298 nodes must be compromised

to disconnect one node of each region. We note that for a 31 × 31 grid if 200

agents are compromised then about 2 − 3 regions will be disconnected, where

each agent contains 20 keys. If agents contain 25 keys then on compromising

200 agents only about one region will be disconnected.

We use combinatorial structures like projective planes and transver-

sal designs. The deterministic designs help in the estimation of resiliency.

Direct communication is assured between any two nodes in the same

region.

The rest of this article is organized in the following way. In Section 2, we

define basic concepts. In Section 3, we present a grid-group deployment scheme

and predistribution scheme. In Section 4, we study the resiliency of the network.

We give two parameters for security. In Section 5, we make a comparison of our

scheme with other schemes. The conclusion and future work are presented in

Section 6.

2. PRELIMINARIES

A set system or design [Lee and Stinson 2005] is a pair (X , A), where A is a

set of subsets of X , called blocks. The elements of X are called varieties. A
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Table I. Mapping from Set System to Sensor Networks

Blocks sensor nodes

Elements Key identifiers

Elements present in each block Keys present in each sensor

BIBD(v, b, r, k, λ), is a design which satisfies the following conditions:

(1) |X | = v, |A| = b,

(2) each subset in A contains exactly k elements,

(3) each variety in X occurs in r blocks,

(4) each pair of varieties in X is contained in exactly λ blocks in A.

When v = b, the BIBD is called a symmetric BIBD and denoted by

SBIBD(v, k; λ).

A finite projective plane consists of a finite set of points P and a set of subset

of P called lines. For an prime power q a finite projective plane consists of

q2 +q +1 points, q2 +q +1 lines where each line contains q +1 points and each

point occurs in q +1 lines. If we consider lines as blocks and points as elements,

then a finite projective plane of order q is a SBIBD(q2 + q + 1, q + 1; 1).

A transversal design [Street and Street 1987, Section 6.3] TD(k, λ; r), with k

groups of size r and index λ, is a triple (X , G, A) where:

(1) X is a set of kr many elements (varieties),

(2) G = {G1, G2, · · · , Gk} is a family of k sets (each of size r) which form a

partition of X ,

(3) A is a family of k-sets (or blocks) of varieties such that each k-set in A

intersects each group Gi in precisely one variety, and any pair of varieties

which belong to different groups occur together in precisely λ blocks in A.

We denote a transversal design with λ = 1 as TD(k, r). It can be shown that if

there exists a TD(k, r), then there exists a (v, b, r, k) design with v = kr, b = r2.

We present a construction of a transversal design TD(k, r) [Lee and Stinson

2005].

(1) X = {(x, y) : 0 ≤ x < k, 0 ≤ y < r},
(2) For all i, Gi = {(i, y) : 0 ≤ y < r},
(3) A = {Ai, j : 0 ≤ i < r & 0 ≤ j < r}.

We define a block Ai, j by

Ai, j = {(x, xi + j mod r) : 0 ≤ x < k, r is prime}. (1)

The mapping of set systems to sensor networks has been presented in Table I.

The Manhattan distance between two points is the sum of the horizontal and

vertical distance between the points.

Consider a square grid (as shown in Figure 1). A Lee sphere [Blackburn

et al. 2008] of radius ρ centered at a given square consists of the set of the
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Fig. 1. A deployment region having 49 regions. Lee distance is 2. Each region has three agents.

Region S3,3 is connected to all the regions within the marked Lee sphere. Though u and v are not

within Manhattan distance 2, but for simplicity v is considered to be within Lee distance 2 from u.

Table II. Notations

r Dimension of the grid, r is a prime

N Number of agents in the network

Si, j (i, j )th region

Pi, j Set of all keys assigned to nodes in the Si, j th region

p + 1 Number of keys in each node

p2 + p + 1 Maximum number of sensor nodes in each region

k Number of Type I, Type II or Type III keys present in each agent

B1
i, j Set of keys assigned to agent of Type I in the region Si, j

B2
i, j Set of keys assigned to agent of Type II in the region Si, j

B3
i, j Set of keys assigned to agent of Type III in the region Si, j

ρ Lee distance

L(x, y) Interlinks connected by key (x, y), x, y < r

E ′(s) Number of intralinks broken when s nodes are compromised

E ′′(s) Number of interlinks broken when s agents are compromised

V ′(s) Number of nodes disconnected when s nodes are compromised

V ′′(s) Number of agents disconnected when s agents are compromised

squares that lie at a distance of at most ρ from the square. ρ is called the Lee

distance.

Table II represents the notations we have used throughout the article.

2.1 Threat Model

There are different types of models for node capture [Pietro et al. 2006].

(1) Random node capture attack. Nodes are captured randomly.

(2) Selective node capture attack. This capture attack is given in Pietro et al.

[2006]. Assume that the attacker’s goal is to collect a subset T of the keys
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in the pool. The attacker has already compromised a number of sensors,

and has collected all their keys in a set W . For every sensor s in the WSN,

the key information gain G(s) is a random variable equal to the number of

keys in the key ring of s which are in T and are not in W . For example,

if the attacker’s goal is to compromise the channel between sensors sa and

sb, subset T in the preceding definition is equal to Ma

⋂
Mb, (where Ma

and Mb are the keys in the key chains of sa and sb, respectively) that is, it

contains all the keys which are in the key ring of both sa and sb . Assuming

that the attacker has collected a set W of keys, random variable G(s) is

equal to |(Ms

⋂
Ma

⋂
Mb)\W |. At each step of the attack sequence, the next

sensor to be tampered with is sensor s, where s maximizes E[G(s)|I (s)], the

expectation of the key information gain G(s) given the information I (s) that

the attacker knows on sensor s key ring.

In this article we show that an attacker does not gain in any way by launching

a selective node capture attack. In fact selective node capture is just as good as

random node capture from the point of view of the attacker.

3. KEY PREDISTRIBUTION SCHEME

We first discuss the deployment architecture and then present our key pre-

distribution scheme. When nodes are deployed in a region, all nodes need not

communicate with all other nodes in the network. Due to limited power, all

nodes cannot communicate with all other nodes. So we divide the entire region

into equal-sized squares or grids as done in Liu and Ning [2003, 2005], and

Huang and Medhi [2007]. Let us consider an r × r deployment area, consisting

of r2 regions (r is a prime). The r2 regions are numbered as Si, j , 0 ≤ i, j < r

as shown in Figure 1. All nodes within a particular square region communi-

cate with each other. However, to communicate with nodes in other regions,

there are specialized nodes called agents. These are more powerful than the

nodes and have higher storage capacities. Let each agent have a transmission

range of ρ. Then each agent can communicate directly with agents which lie

within the circle of radius ρ and center as the agent itself and share keys with

the agent. When we consider communication between regions we consider the

communication region as the Lee sphere (defined in Section 2) of appropriate

radius [Blackburn et al. 2008]. Though the Lee sphere does not exactly depict

the agents within Manhattan distance from a particular agent, for simplicity

we consider the Lee spheres around an agent in all our calculations. Each re-

gion contains a set of three agents, irrespective of the number of regions. In

general the number of agents must be proportional to the number of regions.

However, three and only three agents are enough to ensure that a region can

communicate with all regions within Lee distance. This is formalized in The-

orem 3.1. Throughout the article we refer to any small node or an agent as a

sensor node.

3.1 Key Predistribution in Nodes in a Region

For each region keys are predistributed in the nodes independently of the other

region using some existing predistribution scheme. There are many randomized
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[Eschenauer and Gligor 2002; Liu and Ning 2003, 2005; Chan et al. 2003;

Hwang and Kim 2004], deterministic [Lee and Stinson 2005, 2004; Çamtepe

et al. 2006; Çamtepe and Yener 2004; Ruj and Roy 2007; Ruj et al. 2008], and

hybrid [Çamtepe and Yener 2004; Chakrabarti et al. 2006] schemes of predis-

tribution available in the literature. We use deterministic design because we

would like to ensure that all nodes within a region can communicate with each

other directly. Probabilistic designs cannot guarantee this fact. Since determin-

istic designs have a pattern, shared-key discovery and path-key establishment

is efficient [Lee and Stinson 2008]. We choose the symmetric design as given

in Çamtepe and Yener [2004, 2007]. Any other combinatorial design which en-

sures direct communication can be employed like that given in Ruj and Roy

[2007]. Each of the smaller regions consists of p2 + p− 2 nodes each containing

p + 1 keys, where p is a prime power. We do not use the other designs using

generalized quadrangles given in Çamtepe and Yener [2004]. Though these de-

signs result in large network size (of the order of 3 in the number of keys), the

connectivity is very low. These designs also have a large size of key pool (also of

the order of 3 in the number of keys), however, result in very low connectivity. A

low connectivity results in the higher computation for path-key establishment

and hence may deplete the battery power quickly. A large key pool size has the

advantage that the resiliency is high. So there is a trade-off between resiliency

and connectivity. Hence depending upon the application we can choose the key

predistribution schemes. Here we choose the symmetric design. In case the

number of sensors is not of the form p2 + p + 1 for some prime power p, then

we choose p such that n ≤ p2 + p + 1 and distribute keys to only n sensors. So

first n is decided upon. Based on the value of n the parameter p is chosen. A

maximum of r2(p2 + p + 1) sensor nodes (nodes and agents) can be supported.

If r = 23, p = 17, then 162403 sensor nodes can be supported. We distribute

the keys according to Algorithm 1 given in Çamtepe and Yener [2004]. Let us

denote the set of keys assigned to nodes in the region Si, j by Pi j . Each of the

regions has a distinct set of p2 + p + 1 keys. So the entire size of the key pool

is r2(p2 + p + 1). Since Pi, j

⋂
Pi′, j ′ = 0, for (i, j ) �= (i′, j ′), it can be ensured

that even if a few nodes (or all nodes) within a region are compromised, none of

the nodes (or link between nodes) in the other regions is affected. If two nodes

share a common key then an intralink is said to exist between the nodes.

3.2 Modification of Çamtepe and Yener’s Scheme

Modification of predistribution scheme. According to Çamtepe and Yener’s

[2004] scheme p2 + p + 1 nodes are each preloaded with p + 1 keys accord-

ing to a PG(2, p), where p is a prime power. The construction of the symmetric

design (which is the same as PG(2, p)) given by Çamtepe and Yener [2004]

uses mutually orthogonal latin squares. They did not, however, provide an al-

gorithm for shared key discovery and assumed that a shared key exists which

can be found by the methods given in Eschenauer and Gligor [2002] and Chan

et al. [2003]. Here we use a simpler construction (Algorithm 1) using the tech-

nique given in Street and Street [1987, Section 8.4]. This makes the shared key

discovery algorithm much simpler. The complexity of our shared key discovery
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algorithm is O(1) and the communication overhead is O(log p) bits. We index

the nodes (or blocks) by (a, b, c) where a, b, c ∈ GF (p). The nodes are given by

the identifiers (1, b, c), (0, 1, c), and (0, 0, 1), where b, c ∈ GF (p). So there are

a total of p2 + p + 1 nodes. Similarly the keys are indexed by (x, y , z) where

x, y , z, ∈ GF (p). The identifiers of the keys are given by (x, y , 1), (x, 1, 0), and

(1, 0, 0), where x, y ∈ GF (p). So there are a total of p2 + p + 1 keys (or ele-

ments). A key (x, y , z) is assigned to node (a, b, c) if ax + by + cz = 0. This

design results in a PG(2, p). For details one may refer to Street and Street

[1987, Section 8.4]. We note that this predistribution is the same as that given

by Çamtepe and Yener [2004]. However, this method is much simpler than

calculating MOLS, then constructing affine planes, and then constructing pro-

jective planes as given in their construction [Çamtepe and Yener 2004, Section

3.1]. Steps 1–9 assign keys to nodes (1, b, c), where b, c ∈ GF (p). (1, b, c) are

assigned keys (x, y , 1) such that x + by + c = 0. The key (−b, 1, 0) is also as-

signed to (1, b, c). Thus a total of p + 1 keys are assigned to (1, b, c). Similarly

p + 1 keys are assigned to the nodes (0, 1, c) where c ∈ GF (p) and p + 1 keys

are assigned to the nodes (0, 0, 1). Steps 1–9 will take O(p3) = O(n1.5) time,

where n is the maximum number of nodes that the region can support. Steps

10–15 will take O(p2) = O(n). Steps 16–19 take O(p) = O(
√

n) time. Thus the

algorithm takes O(n1.5). This is the same as the algorithm given by Çamtepe

and Yener [2007, Section III].

Shared key discovery algorithm. The shared key discovery algorithm is pre-

sented in Algorithm 2. All calculations are done modulo p.

Algorithm 1. Key Predistribution Using PG(2, p)

1: for Each element b in GF(p) do

2: for Each element c in GF(p) do

3: for Each element y in GF(p) do

4: x = −(c + by)

5: Assign key (x, y , 1) to node (1, b, c)

6: end for

7: Assign key (−b, 1, 0) to node (1, b, c)

8: end for

9: end for

10: for Each element c in GF(p) do

11: for Each element x in GF(p) do

12: Assign key (x, −c, 1) to node (0, 1, c)

13: end for

14: Assign key (1, 0, 0) to node (0, 1, c)

15: end for

16: for Each element x in GF(p) do

17: Assign key (x, 1, 0) to node (0, 0, 1)

18: end for

19: Assign key (1, 0, 0) to node (0, 0, 1)
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Algorithm 2. Shared Key Discovery Using Symmetric Design

Require: : (ai , bi , ci) and (a j , b j , c j ), the identifiers of nodes i and j respectively.

1: if ai = 0 and bi = 0 and ci = 1 then

2: if a j = 0 and b j = 1 then

3: Identifier of the common key = (1, 0, 0)

4: else

5: Identifier of the common key = (−b j , 1, 0)

6: end if

7: else if ai = 0 and bi = 1 then

8: if a j = 0 and b j = 1 then

9: Identifier of the common key = (1, 0, 0)

10: else

11: Identifier of the common key = (b j ci − c j , −ci , 1)

12: end if

13: else {When (ai , bi , ci) = (1, b1, c1) and (a j , b j , c j ) = (1, b2, c2)}
14: Identifier of the common key = (−c1 + b1

c1−c2

b1−b2
,

c2−c1

b1−b2
, 1)

15: end if

All the steps take O(1) time to be calculated. The only information that needs

to be broadcasted is the identifiers represented by the tuple (a, b, c), where a, b, c

are in GF(p). Thus the communication overhead is O(log p) = O(log
√

n), where

n is the number of nodes in the region. This is very less compared to the time

complexity given in Eschenauer and Gligor [2002] and Chan et al. [2003].

3.3 Key Predistribution in Agents Over the Entire Network

For any square region Si, j a set of three agents a1
i, j , a2

i, j , and a3
i, j are deployed.

The set of k + p + 1 keys assigned to the three agents are denoted by B1
i, j , B2

i, j ,

and B3
i, j . Apart from the p + 1 keys assigned from the set Pi, j , B1

i, j contains

{(x, (xi + j ) mod r) : 0 ≤ x < k}, B2
i, j contains {(x, r + (( j − xi) mod r)) : 0 ≤

x < k}, and B3
i, j contains {(x, 2r + ((x j + i) mod r)) : 0 ≤ x < k}.

Consider the keys of the form (x, y), where 0 ≤ x < k. If y < r, then the keys

are called Type I keys, if r ≤ y < 2r, then the keys are called Type II keys, and

if y ≥ 2r, then the keys are called Type III keys. Refer to Table IV. We note

that any agent contains keys of only one type. Depending on the type of keys

an agent contains, agents may be of Type I, Type II, or Type III.

The agents can communicate with each other if they are within a fixed com-

munication range. Generally this region around a given sensor node is the

circular region with radius ρ called the RF radius and center as the sensor

node itself. For simplicity we assume that agents within a particular region

can communicate with agents which lie inside the Lee sphere (with Lee dis-

tance ρ) of that region (Lee sphere is defined earlier in this section). For this

reason it is equivalent if we consider the three agents to be placed at the center

of the region.
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A natural question arises: Why not place one agent instead of three? The

answer is that when nodes are compromised randomly, the probability that

only one node is compromised is more than all the nodes are compromised. Had

there been one agent in a region, two agents would have shared more than one

key. In such a case a common key would have to be selected for communication.

Now if this key is compromised, the shared key algorithm would have to be

executed again to find a new common key. Since there are three agents and

any two agents share at most one common key, if some key is compromised, the

link is broken, there is no need of executing the shared key discovery algorithm

again.

We could also have predistributed keys in such a way that nodes in two

regions share some common keys. However, the compromise of one region ad-

versely affects the other regions. Hence, though economical, this method is not

proposed.

If two regions within Lee distance communicate via some common key be-

longing to some agent, then a interlink is said to exist. Each agent Bl
i, j has an

identifier (i, j , l ) denoting the region Si, j where it belongs and l denoting the

type of agent. To carry out secure communication, a common key needs to be

established. Since we use a deterministic design having some definite struc-

ture, shared key discovery becomes very simple. Two agents of different type

do not have any common key. However if two agents of the same type (say Type

I) want to find out a shared key (if there exists one), then they broadcast their

identifier. The common key will be obtained very easily using only an inverse

calculation.

3.4 Shared Key Discovery

Suppose two Type I agents belonging to regions (i, j ) and (i′, j ′) want to find the

shared key (if it exists). Then the shared key (x, y) will be such that xi + j =
xi′ + j ′ mod r. So if x = ( j ′ − j )(i − i′)−1 < k, then a common key exists.

Suppose two Type II agents belonging to regions (i, j ) and (i′, j ′) want to find

the shared key (if it exists). Then the shared key (x, y) will be such that j −xi =
j ′ − xi′ mod r. So if x = ( j ′ − j )(i′ − i)−1 < k, then a common key exists.

Similarly to find if two Type II agents belonging to regions (i, j ) and (i′, j ′) want

to find the shared key (if it exists), then the shared key (x, y) will be such that

x j + i = x j ′ + i′ mod r. So if x = (i′ − i)( j − j ′)−1 < k, then a common key exists.

The algorithm for shared key discovery runs in O(1) time and only the identifier

of the agent has to be sent. This results in a communication overhead of O(log r)

bits. Since randomized key predistribution results in high communication and

computation complexity, as discussed in Lee and Stinson [2008, Section 2.2.6],

our approach is better than probabilistic key predistribution like Huang and

Medhi [2007].

This can be found in constant time. If no common key exists, then a path key

can be found using the technique given next.

Suppose node u belonging to region S1 wants to communicate with node v

belonging to region S2, such that S1 and S2 are within the Lee distance each

other. u generates a random key K and finds a common key, say k1, it shares
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Fig. 2. A deployment region with nodes and agents. Communication between two nodes via agents

is shown.

with one of the agents a1 in S1. It then sends the key K encrypted by k1 to a1.

a1 decrypts K using k1. If a1 shares a common key k2 with agent a2 of region

S2, then a1 encrypts the key K with k2 and sends it to a2. a2 then decrypts K

using k2 and sends it to v encrypted with the shared key k3 between a2 and v.

v then decrypts K using k3. So k is now a shared key (path key) between u and

v. This is depicted in Figure 2. We next show that if k ≥ (r + 1)/2, then any two

regions within Lee distance are connected.

THEOREM 3.1. If k ≥ (r + 1)/2, then any two regions within Lee distance are

connected via one or more common keys belonging to one or more agents.

PROOF. Let us consider two regions Si, j and Si′, j ′ . If B1
i, j

⋂
B1

i′, j ′ �= 0, then

Si, j is connected to Si′, j ′ . Suppose B1
i, j

⋂
B1

i′, j ′ = 0, then for all x = ( j ′− j )(i−i′)−1

mod r ≥ k. Since k ≥ (r + 1)/2, ( j ′ − j )(i′ − i)−1 < k − 1. For some x ′ if j − x ′i =
j ′−x ′i′ mod r, then x ′ < k−1. So B2

i, j is connected to B2
i′, j ′ . If i = i′ then regions

are not connected via Type I or Type II keys. However, all nodes where i = i′,

are connected via Type III keys, because they share the key (0, 2r + i). Hence

all regions within the Lee distance of (i, j ) are connected to it.

Theorem 3.1 provides the justification of choosing only three agents for each

region whatever be the size of the network.

Throughout the article we consider r to be prime and k ≥ (r + 1)/2.

4. ANALYSIS OF RESILIENCY

When sensor nodes are deployed in adversarial regions they are prone to be

captured by enemies. When nodes are captured, the enemy gets access to the

keys in it, so these compromised keys cannot be used for further communi-

cation. This may result in links between nodes being disrupted. In such cases

communication needs to be carried by alternate paths. Sometimes nodes may be

totally disconnected from the network. By node disconnectivity, we mean that

the node is not physically disconnected from the network but logically discon-

nected from the network, meaning that the links with other nodes are broken.

Similarly, when we say that a region is disconnected we mean that there is no
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node which can communicate with the nodes in this region, because the links

are disrupted. We consider selective node capture and random node capture

models. We show that the selective node capture model cannot be mounted on

our scheme.

4.1 Resiliency Against Selective Node Capture

During selective node capture the attacker compromises those nodes whose

keys have not already been compromised. We note that any two nodes broadcast

their node ids during the shared key discovery phase. The key identifiers are

not broadcasted. Thus at no stage can the attacker know what key identifier is

present in which node. Thus there is no way of knowing which nodes are left to

be compromised. Thus unless the attacker compromises the node, she cannot

choose a node for compromise to maximize the number of keys compromised.

Hence our scheme is secure against selective node capture.

4.2 Random Node Compromise

We give measures of resiliency E ′(s), E ′′(s), V ′(s), and V ′′(s) as the propor-

tion of links and nodes being broken, respectively. We consider two types of

resiliency: local resiliency, which denotes the fraction of intralinks or nodes

affected within a region and global resiliency, which denotes the fraction of

interlinks and agents affected. Mathematically,

E ′(s) = Number of intralinks exposed after s nodes are compromised
Number of links present before compromised

E ′′(s) = Number of interlinks exposed after s agents are compromised
Number of links present before compromised

V ′(s) = Number of nodes disconnected after s nodes are compromised
Number of nodes present before compromised

and

V ′′(s) = Number of regions disconnected after s agents are compromised
Number of regions present before compromised

.

We consider the local and global resiliency. By local resiliency we mean the re-

siliency within a particular region. This is measured in terms of E ′(s) (defined

as the fraction of intralinks affected when s nodes are compromised) and V ′(s)

(defined as the fraction of nodes disconnected when s nodes are compromised).

By global resiliency we mean the resiliency of the entire region. This is mea-

sured in terms of E ′′(s) (defined as the fraction of interlinks affected when s

nodes are compromised) and V ′′(s) (defined as the fraction of regions discon-

nected when s nodes are compromised). We give experimental and theoretical

results for E ′(s), E ′′(s), V ′(s), and V ′′(s).

4.3 Estimation of E ′(s) and E ′′(s)

Let s sensor nodes be randomly compromised. Let s′ nodes be compromised

and s′′ agents be compromised. We first find local resiliency E ′(s′) (fraction
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Table III. Experimental Value Vs Theoretical Value of E ′(s′) When Number of Nodes in a Region is

n = p2 + p + 1, Keys Per Node is p + 1 and s′ Nodes are Compromised

r p n = p2 + p + 1 s′ E ′(s′) (Experimental) E ′(s′) (Theoretical Upper Bound)

23 17 307 700 0.0336 0.0775

31 17 307 900 0.0534 0.0549

37 19 381 1200 0.0405 0.0460

37 23 553 2000 0.0616 0.0634

47 19 381 2000 0.0465 0.0475

47 23 553 2500 0.0680 0.0885

Experimental results are obtained for s′ nodes chosen randomly over 100 runs.

of intralinks broken when s′ nodes are compromised) and then calculate the

global resiliency E ′′(s′′) (fraction of interlinks broken when s′′ agents are com-

promised).

4.3.1 Estimation of Local Resiliency E ′(s′) for Intralinks. According to the

predistribution scheme any key within a particular region is present in exactly

p + 1 sensor nodes, including the agents. Also, any two nodes have only one

common key. So if a key K is compromised, then p(p + 1)/2 links are broken.

Let us assume that ki distinct keys are compromised from the Si th region.

Then pki(p + 1)/2 links are broken. Let us assume si nodes belonging to Sith

region are broken. We assume that all the keys exposed are distinct. This is

an overestimate, because two compromised nodes may have a common key.

So a maximum of (p + 1)si keys are exposed. So a maximum of si p(p + 1)2/2

intralinks are broken. Since there are only three agents, there are a maximum

of 6 links broken between between the agents. We can ignore this. So the fraction

of links broken when si nodes are compromised within region Si is less than
si p(p+1)2/2

(p2+p+1)(p2+p)/2
= (p+1)si

p2+p+1
. Suppose a total of s′ nodes are compromised. These

belong to the r2 regions. Assuming that the compromised nodes are evenly

distributed in the region, s′/r2 nodes are nodes are broken per region. Hence

the resiliency E ′(s′) = 1
r2

∑r2−1
i=0

(p+1)si

p2+p+1
= s′(p+1)

r2(p2+p+1)
.

The Table III gives the experimental and theoretical estimates of E ′(s′).

4.3.2 Estimation of Global Resiliency E ′′(s′′) for Interlinks. We give an out-

line of how to compute the number of links broken when agents are compro-

mised. The number of interlinks connected to each interior region is 2ρ(ρ + 1).

The initial number of interlinks is less than 2r2ρ(ρ + 1) (since the regions near

the periphery will be connected to less number of regions). Let s′′ agents be

compromised. Any two regions in the same column are connected by Type III

keys. Also any two regions not in the same row are connected by Type I and

Type II keys. Any two regions share either one, two, or three keys of different

types. Refer to Table IV. Since regions may be connected by more than one

key, only if all the shared keys are compromised, the interlink is disrupted.

We say that the triple {(x1, y1), (x2, y2), (x3, y3)} is a good triple, with (x1, y1) a

Type I key, (x2, y2) a Type II key, (x3, y3) a Type III key, if whenever any one

of the keys (xi, yi) occurs in an agent in a region, then (x j , y j ), ( j ∈ {1, 2, 3}
and j �= i) also occurs in some other agents in the same region. For example,

{(4, 4), (3, 11), (2, 15)} is a good triple. Similarly, we say that the pair of keys
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{(x1, y1), (x2, y2)} is a good pair of Type I - Type II, with (x1, y1) a Type I key,

(x2, y2) a Type II key, if whenever any one of the keys (xi, yi) occurs in a region,

then (x j , y j ), ( j ∈ {1, 2} and j �= i) also occurs in some agents in the same re-

gion but there is no key (x3, y3) of Type III such that {(x1, y1), (x2, y2), (x3, y3)}
is not a good triple. Similarly we can define good pairs for Type II - Type III

and Type I -Type III keys. For example, {(2, 3), (4, 19)} is a good pair. However,

{(4, 4), (3, 11)} is not a good pair because {(4, 4), (3, 11), (2, 15)} is a good triple.

If there is a Type I or Type II or Type III key such that it does not form a good

pair or good triple with some other type of key, then it is called an isolate. There

are three types of isolates: Type I isolate, Type II isolate, and Type III isolate.

For example, (1, 7) is a Type II isolate in the example given in Table IV. There

are no Type I isolates. We next find the conditions for existence of good triple

or good pair. Let us consider two regions (i, j ) and (i′, j ′). A good triple exists if

all the three conditions that follows are satisfied.

x1i + j = x1i′ + j ′(mod r) (2a)

− x2i + j = −x2i′ + j ′(mod r) (2b)

x3 j + i = x3 j ′ + i′(mod r) (2c)

From Eqs. (2a) and (2b) we find that x1 = −x2(mod r). Similarly, from

Eqs. (2a) and (2c) we find that x1 = x−1
3 (mod r) and from Eqs. (2b) and (2c)

we find that x2 = −x−1
3 (mod r). Hence a good triple exists for all x1, x2, x3 < k,

such that x1 = −x2 = x−1
3 . The good triple that arises when this condition

holds is {(x1, y1), (−x1, r + y1), (x−1
1 , 2r + (x−1

1 y1) mod r))}. Similarly for good

pairs consisting of Type I and Type II keys we have x1 = −x2, x1, x2 < k

and x−1
1 ≥ k and the good pair is given by {(x1, y1), (−x1, r + y1)}. For good

pairs consisting of Type I and Type III keys we have x1 = x−1
3 , x1, x3 < k and

−x1 ≥ k and good pair of Type I-Type III is given by {(x1, y1), (x−1
1 , 2r + (x−1

1 y1)

mod r))}. Similarly for good pairs consisting of Type II and Type III keys we

have x2 = −x−1
3 , x2, x3 < k and −x2 ≥ k and good pair of Type II-Type III is

given by {(x2, y2), (−x−1
2 , 2r + (−x−1

2 y2) mod r))}.
Suppose s′′ agents are compromised. We calculate the number of interlinks

broken. We find all the distinct keys that are exposed. Generally when s′′

agents are compromised, not all 3ks′′ keys are distinct, because two compro-

mised agents may contain some common keys. Once we know the keys, we find

the good triples and good pairs and isolates which are compromised. Then the

number of interlinks broken within Lee distance ρ will be the number of inter-

links connected by the compromised good triples, good pairs, and isolates. We

explain this in Section 4.4.

4.4 Estimation of the Number of Links Disrupted When s ′′ Agents
are Compromised

Suppose s′′ agents are compromised. The compromised agents may be only of

one type: Type I, Type II, or Type III, or may be a combination of these types.

We enumerate the different conditions that can arise and how the links may be
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Table IV. A 7 × 7 Region with 5 Keys in Each Agent

Region Type I Type II Type III

S0,0: (0,0) (1,0) (2,0) (3,0) (4,0) (0,7) (1,7) (2,7) (3,7) (4,7) (0,14) (1,14) (2,14) (3,14) (4,14)

S0,1: (0,1) (1,1) (2,1) (3,1) (4,1) (0,8) (1,8) (2,8) (3,8) (4,8) (0,14) (1,15) (2,16) (3,17) (4,18)

S0,2: (0,2) (1,2) (2,2) (3,2) (4,2) (0,9) (1,9) (2,9) (3,9) (4,9) (0,14) (1,16) (2,18) (3,20) (4,15)

S0,3: (0,3) (1,3) (2,3) (3,3) (4,3) (0,10) (1,10) (2,10) (3,10) (4,10) (0,14) (1,17) (2,20) (3,16) (4,19)

S0,4: (0,4) (1,4) (2,4) (3,4) (4,4) (0,11) (1,11) (2,11) (3,11) (4,11) (0,14) (1,18) (2,15) (3,19) (4,16)

S0,5: (0,5) (1,5) (2,5) (3,5) (4,5) (0,12) (1,12) (2,12) (3,12) (4,12) (0,14) (1,19) (2,17) (3,15) (4,20)

S0,6: (0,6) (1,6) (2,6) (3,6) (4,6) (0,13) (1,13) (2,13) (3,13) (4,13) (0,14) (1,20) (2,19) (3,18) (4,17)

S1,0: (0,0) (1,1) (2,2) (3,3) (4,4) (0,7) (1,13) (2,12) (3,11) (4,10) (0,15) (1,15) (2,15) (3,15) (4,15)

S1,1: (0,1) (1,2) (2,3) (3,4) (4,5) (0,8) (1,7) (2,13) (3,12) (4,11) (0,15) (1,16) (2,17) (3,18) (4,19)

S1,2: (0,2) (1,3) (2,4) (3,5) (4,6) (0,9) (1,8) (2,7) (3,13) (4,12) (0,15) (1,17) (2,19) (3,14) (4,16)

S1,3: (0,3) (1,4) (2,5) (3,6) (4,0) (0,10) (1,9) (2,8) (3,7) (4,13) (0,15) (1,18) (2,14) (3,17) (4,20)

S1,4: (0,4) (1,5) (2,6) (3,0) (4,1) (0,11) (1,10) (2,9) (3,8) (4,7) (0,15) (1,19) (2,16) (3,16) (4,17)

S1,5: (0,5) (1,6) (2,0) (3,1) (4,2) (0,12) (1,11) (2,10) (3,9) (4,8) (0,15) (1,20) (2,18) (3,18) (4,14)

S1,6: (0,6) (1,7) (2,1) (3,2) (4,3) (0,13) (1,12) (2,11) (3,10) (4,9) (0,15) (1,14) (2,20) (3,20) (4,18)

S2,0: (0,0) (1,2) (2,4) (3,6) (4,1) (0,7) (1,12) (2,10) (3,8) (4,13) (0,16) (1,16) (2,16) (3,16) (4,16)

S2,1: (0,1) (1,3) (2,5) (3,0) (4,2) (0,8) (1,13) (2,11) (3,9) (4,7) (0,16) (1,17) (2,18) (3,19) (4,20)

S2,2: (0,2) (1,4) (2,6) (3,1) (4,3) (0,9) (1,7) (2,12) (3,10) (4,8) (0,16) (1,18) (2,20) (3,15) (4,17)

S2,3: (0,3) (1,5) (2,0) (3,2) (4,4) (0,10) (1,8) (2,13) (3,11) (4,9) (0,16) (1,19) (2,15) (3,18) (4,14)

S2,4: (0,4) (1,6) (2,1) (3,3) (4,5) (0,11) (1,9) (2,7) (3,12) (4,10) (0,16) (1,20) (2,17) (3,14) (4,18)

S2,5: (0,5) (1,0) (2,2) (3,4) (4,6) (0,12) (1,10) (2,8) (3,13) (4,11) (0,16) (1,14) (2,19) (3,17) (4,15)

S2,6: (0,6) (1,1) (2,3) (3,5) (4,0) (0,13) (1,11) (2,9) (3,7) (4,12) (0,16) (1,15) (2,14) (3,19) (4,19)

S3,0: (0,0) (1,3) (2,6) (3,2) (4,5) (0,7) (1,11) (2,8) (3,12) (4,9) (0,17) (1,17) (2,17) (3,17) (4,17)

S3,1: (0,1) (1,4) (2,0) (3,3) (4,6) (0,8) (1,12) (2,9) (3,13) (4,10) (0,17) (1,18) (2,19) (3,20) (4,14)

S3,2: (0,2) (1,5) (2,1) (3,4) (4,0) (0,9) (1,13) (2,10) (3,7) (4,11) (0,17) (1,19) (2,14) (3,16) (4,18)

S3,3: (0,3) (1,6) (2,2) (3,5) (4,1) (0,10) (1,7) (2,11) (3,8) (4,12) (0,17) (1,20) (2,16) (3,19) (4,15)

S3,4: (0,4) (1,0) (2,3) (3,6) (4,2) (0,11) (1,8) (2,12) (3,9) (4,13) (0,17) (1,14) (2,18) (3,15) (4,19)

S3,5: (0,5) (1,1) (2,4) (3,0) (4,3) (0,12) (1,9) (2,13) (3,10) (4,7) (0,17) (1,15) (2,20) (3,18) (4,16)

S3,6: (0,6) (1,2) (2,5) (3,1) (4,4) (0,13) (1,10) (2,7) (3,11) (4,8) (0,17) (1,26) (2,15) (3,14) (4,20)

S4,0: (0,0) (1,4) (2,1) (3,5) (4,2) (0,7) (1,10) (2,13) (3,9) (4,12) (0,18) (1,18) (2,18) (3,18) (4,18)

S4,1: (0,1) (1,5) (2,2) (3,6) (4,3) (0,8) (1,11) (2,7) (3,10) (4,13) (0,18) (1,19) (2,20) (3,14) (4,15)

S4,2: (0,2) (1,6) (2,3) (3,0) (4,4) (0,9) (1,12) (2,8) (3,11) (4,7) (0,18) (1,20) (2,15) (3,17) (4,19)

S4,3: (0,3) (1,0) (2,4) (3,1) (4,5) (0,10) (1,13) (2,9) (3,12) (4,8) (0,18) (1,14) (2,17) (3,20) (4,16)

S4,4: (0,4) (1,1) (2,5) (3,2) (4,6) (0,11) (1,7) (2,10) (3,13) (4,9) (0,18) (1,15) (2,19) (3,16) (4,20)

S4,5: (0,5) (1,2) (2,6) (3,3) (4,0) (0,12) (1,8) (2,11) (3,7) (4,10) (0,18) (1,16) (2,14) (3,19) (4,17)

S4,6: (0,6) (1,3) (2,0) (3,4) (4,1) (0,13) (1,9) (2,12) (3,8) (4,11) (0,18) (1,17) (2,16) (3,15) (4,14)

S5,0: (0,0) (1,5) (2,3) (3,1) (4,6) (0,7) (1,9) (2,11) (3,13) (4,8) (0,19) (1,19) (2,19) (3,19) (4,19)

S5,1: (0,1) (1,6) (2,4) (3,2) (4,0) (0,8) (1,10) (2,12) (3,7) (4,9) (0,19) (1,20) (2,14) (3,15) (4,16)

S5,2: (0,2) (1,0) (2,5) (3,3) (4,1) (0,9) (1,11) (2,13) (3,8) (4,10) (0,19) (1,14) (2,16) (3,18) (4,20)

S5,3: (0,3) (1,1) (2,6) (3,4) (4,2) (0,10) (1,12) (2,7) (3,9) (4,11) (0,19) (1,15) (2,18) (3,14) (4,17)

S5,4: (0,4) (1,2) (2,0) (3,5) (4,3) (0,11) (1,13) (2,8) (3,10) (4,12) (0,19) (1,16) (2,20) (3,17) (4,14)

S5,5: (0,5) (1,3) (2,1) (3,6) (4,4) (0,12) (1,7) (2,9) (3,11) (4,13) (0,19) (1,17) (2,15) (3,20) (4,18)

S5,6: (0,6) (1,4) (2,2) (3,0) (4,5) (0,13) (1,8) (2,10) (3,12) (4,7) (0,19) (1,18) (2,17) (3,16) (4,15)

S6,0: (0,0) (1,6) (2,5) (3,4) (4,3) (0,7) (1,8) (2,9) (3,10) (4,11) (0,20) (1,20) (2,20) (3,20) (4,20)

S6,1: (0,1) (1,0) (2,6) (3,5) (4,4) (0,8) (1,9) (2,10) (3,11) (4,12) (0,20) (1,14) (2,15) (3,16) (4,17)

S6,2: (0,2) (1,1) (2,0) (3,6) (4,5) (0,9) (1,10) (2,11) (3,12) (4,13) (0,20) (1,15) (2,17) (3,19) (4,14)

S6,3: (0,3) (1,2) (2,1) (3,0) (4,6) (0,10) (1,11) (2,12) (3,13) (4,7) (0,20) (1,16) (2,19) (3,15) (4,18)

S6,4: (0,4) (1,3) (2,2) (3,1) (4,0) (0,11) (1,12) (2,13) (3,7) (4,8) (0,20) (1,17) (2,14) (3,18) (4,15)

S6,5: (0,5) (1,4) (2,3) (3,2) (4,1) (0,12) (1,13) (2,7) (3,8) (4,9) (0,20) (1,18) (2,16) (3,14) (4,19)

S6,6: (0,6) (1,5) (2,4) (3,3) (4,2) (0,13) (1,7) (2,8) (3,9) (4,10) (0,20) (1,19) (2,18) (3,17) (4,16)

affected due to these conditions. As discussed in Section 4, not all exposed keys

are distinct. We also note that only agents of the same type can have keys in

common. For example, agent of Type I can share at most one key with another

agent of Type I, but none of Type II or Type III. Given an existing interlink
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we can say if it will be disconnected if all the shared keys in all the agents are

exposed. There may be one, two, or three shared keys between an interlink. Only

if all the shared keys are exposed, the link is broken. For example regions S1,3

and S3,2 have three keys (4, 0), (3, 7), and (2, 14) in common. So if all three keys

are compromised, then the link S1,3S3,2 will be broken, provided they are within

communication range. Again we note that {(4, 0), (3, 7), (2, 14)} is a good triple.

So whenever agents are compromised, we check if good triples and good pairs

are compromised. Then the interlinks connected by these triples and pairs will

be broken. Also if there are isolates which are exposed, then interlinks which

are connected by these isolates are broken. We illustrate these different cases

with the example given in Table IV. L(x, y) denotes the number of interlinks

within communication range that are connected by key (x, y).

(1) If all the compromised agents are of Type I, then number of links broken is

given by

∑
(x, y) L(x, y) , where (x, y) is a compromised isolate of Type I.

Since Type II and Type III keys are not compromised, no good triple or good

pair is compromised. Only the interlinks which are connected via compro-

mised Type I isolates will be broken. In the example given, since there are

no isolates of Type I, no links will be compromised if only Type I agents are

compromised. All interlinks will be connected by Type II or Type III keys.

(2) If all the compromised agents are of Type II, then number of links broken

is given by

∑
(x, y) L(x, y − r) , where (x, y) is a compromised isolate of Type II.

The reason is same as Case 1. For example, if Type II agents in S2,1 and

S4,5 are compromised, then the keys (0, 8), (1, 13), (2, 11), (3, 9), (4, 7), (0, 12),

(1, 8), (3, 7), and (4, 10) are exposed. Only (1, 13) and (1, 8) are isolates of

Type II and all the interlinks within communication range which are con-

nected by these two keys will be broken. No interlinks connected by (0, 8)

will be broken because {(0, 8), (0, 1)} is a good pair and (0, 1) is not compro-

mised. So all interlinks which were connected via (0, 8) will still be con-

nected by (0, 1). Similar is the case with other exposed keys.

(3) If all the compromised agents are of Type III, then number of interlinks

broken is given by

∑
(x, y) L(x, y − 2r) , where (x, y) is a compromised isolate Type of III.

The reason is same as Case 1. For example, if Type III agents in S1,6 and

S4,5 are compromised, then the keys (0, 15), (1, 14), (2, 20), (3, 19), (4, 18),

(0, 18), (1, 16), (2, 14), and (4, 17) are exposed. Only (0, 15) and (0, 18) are

isolates of Type III and all the interlinks within communication range which

are connected by these two keys will be broken. No other interlinks will be

broken since good pairs and good triples exist which are not fully exposed.

(4) If all the compromised agents are of Type I or Type II, then number of

interlinks broken is given by
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∑
(x, y) L(x, y), where {(x, y), (−x, r + y)} is a compromised good pair +∑

(x, y) L(x, y), where (x, y) is a Type I compromised isolate +∑
(x, y) L(x, y − r), where (x, y) is a Type II compromised isolate.

For example, if Type I agent of region S2,0 and Type II agent of region

S3,3 are compromised, then the keys (0, 0), (1, 2), (2, 4), (3, 6), (4, 1), (0, 10),

(1, 7), (2, 11), (3, 8), and (4, 12) are exposed. {(4, 1), (3, 8)} is not a compro-

mised good pair, since {(4, 1), (3, 8), (2, 16)} is a good triple and (2, 16) is not

exposed. So the interlink connected by (4, 1) will not be compromised. (1, 7)

is a isolate and so the interlinks connected by (1, 7) will be broken. None of

the other links will be broken because all other keys belong to some good

pair or triple which have not been fully exposed. If the Type I agent in re-

gion S2,0 and Type II agent of region S3,4, then the interlinks connected by

(3, 6) (and (4, 13))and (1, 8) will be broken. The number of interlinks broken

is L(3, 6) + L(1, 1).

(5) If all the compromised agents are of Type I or Type III, then number of

interlinks broken is given by
∑

(x, y) L(x, y), where {(x−1, 2r + x−1 y mod r) is a compromised good pair

+
∑

(x, y) L(x, y), where (x, y) is a Type I compromised isolate

+
∑

(x, y) L(x, y − 2r), where (x, y) is a Type III compromised isolate.

(6) If all the compromised agents are of Type II or Type III, then the number

of interlinks broken is given by
∑

(x, y) L(x, y − r), where (x, y), (r + (−x−1) mod r, 2r + (−x−1 y) mod r)}
is a compromised good pair +∑

(x, y) L(x, y − r), where (x, y) is a Type II compromised isolate +∑
(x, y) L(x, y − 2r), where (x, y) is a Type III compromised isolate.

(7) If the compromised agents are of Type I, Type II, or Type III, then the

number of interlinks broken is given by
∑

(x, y) L(x, y), where {(x, y), (−x, r + y), (x−1, 2r + (x−1 y) mod r)} is a

compromised good triple +∑
(x, y) L(x, y), where {(x, y), (−x, r + y)} is a compromised good pair +

∑
(x, y) L(x, y), where {(x, y), (x−1, 2r + (x−1 y) mod r)} is a compromised

good pair +∑
(x, y) L(x, y − r), where {(x, y), (−x−1, 2r + (−x−1 y) mod r)} is a

compromised good pair +∑
(x, y) L(x, y), where (x, y) is a compromised isolate of Type I +∑

(x, y) L(x, y − r), where (x, y) is a compromised isolate of Type II +∑
(x, y) L(x, y − 2r), where (x, y) is a compromised isolate of Type III.

For example, let Type I agent of S2,3, Type II agents of S0,4 and S5,3 and

Type III agent of S4,2, are compromised. Then the keys (0, 3), (1, 5), (2, 0),

(3, 2), (4, 4), (0, 11), (1, 11), (2, 11), (3, 11), (4, 11), (0, 10), (1, 12), (2, 7), (3, 9),

(0, 18), (1, 20), (2, 15), (3, 17), (4, 19) are exposed. Since {(4, 4), (3, 11), (2, 15)}
is a good triple and is fully compromised, the interlinks connected by (4, 4)

will be broken. (0, 3), (0, 10) is a good pair and fully compromised, so the
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interlink connected by (0, 3) will be broken. Links connected by Type II

isolates (1, 11) and (1, 12) and Type III isolates of (0, 18) will also be broken.

None of the other links will be broken because they belong to some pair or

triple which are not fully compromised. The number of interlinks broken

will be given by L(4, 4) + L(0, 3) + L(1, 4) + L(1, 5) + L(0, 4).

Since we know how the interlinks will be affected we calculate the number

of interlinks connected by key (x, y). This number is denoted by L(x, y). A

region S is called an interior region if the Lee sphere of radius ρ surrounding S

contains an agent of the network. For simplicity we calculate all the links that

are connected to interior region S via (x, y). Let (x, y) be a Type I key. Suppose

a Type I agent belong to the region Si, j which has been compromised. Let it

contain key (x, y). We find the regions Si′, j ′ within Lee distance ρ of Si, j which

share the key (x, y). If two regions Si, j and Si−t, j ′ share the key (x, y), then

xi + j = x(i − t)+ j ′( mod r). So j ′ = j + tx( mod r). Thus we look at the regions

Si−1, j+x , Si−2, j+2x , · · · , Si−t, j+tx and Si+1, j−x , Si+2, j−2x , · · · , Si+t, j−tx share key

(x, y) with the region Si, j . We want to consider only those regions which lie

within the Lee sphere of radius ρ. So |t| ≤ ρ and either tx mod r ≤ ρ − t or

r − |tx mod r| ≤ ρ − t. Since x is known, the number of regions sharing key

(x, y) within the communication range is the same as finding the number of

values of t which satisfy the equations

|t| ≤ ρ and |tx mod r| ≤ ρ − t (3a)

and

|t| ≤ ρ and r − |tx mod r| ≤ ρ − t. (3b)

For simplicity, we consider only interior regions and the number of regions

connected to a particular region is comprised of the solutions of t of the following

equation.

t ≤ ρ and tx mod r ≤ ρ − t (4)

We now consider agents of Type II and Type III. If two regions Si, j and Si−t, j ′

share the Type II key (x, r + y), then −xi + j = −x(i − t) + j ′(mod r). So

j ′ = j − tx(mod r). Thus we see that the regions Si−1, j−x , Si−2, j−2x , · · · , Si−t, j−tx

and Si+1, j+x , Si+2, j+2x , · · · , Si+t, j+tx are the share key (x, r + y) with the region

Si, j . We want to consider only those regions which lie within the Lee sphere of

radius ρ. Since we consider only the interior regions, the number of interlinks

connected by key (x, r + y) of Type II we need to find solutions to Eq. (4). For

Type III agents if two regions Si, j and Si′, j−t share the Type III key (x, 2r + y),

then x j + i = x( j − t) + i′(mod r). So i′ = i + tx(mod r). Thus we see that

the regions Si+x, j−1, Si+2x, j−2, · · · , Si+tx, j−t and Si−x, j+1, Si−2x, j+2, · · · , Si−tx, j+t

are the share key (x, 2r + y) with the region Si, j . We want to consider only

those regions which lie within the Lee sphere of radius ρ. Since we consider

only the interior regions the number of interlinks connected by key (x, 2r + y)

of Type III we need to find solutions to Eq. (4).

To find the number of regions connected by Type II key (x, r + y) we find

L(x, y) and the number of regions connected by Type III key (x, 2r + y) we find

L(x, y). The same formula holds for Type II and Type III keys.
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Table V. Experimental Value of E ′′(s′′) When

Number of Regions is r2, Number of Keys in Each

Agent is k and the Lee Distance is ρ and s′′ Agents

are Compromised

r k ρ s′′ E ′′(s′′)

23 15 7 10 0.04589

23 15 5 10 0.05317

31 20 7 10 0.04082

37 30 7 40 0.11696

47 40 9 50 0.09948

53 50 10 50 0.07038

Experimental results are obtained for s′′ agents chosen ran-

domly over 100 runs.

When s′′ agents are compromised randomly, number of interlinks dis-

rupted cannot be calculated deterministically. This is because of the following

reasons.

(1) The exact number of distinct keys cannot be deterministically calculated.

This is because it depends on the position of the agents over the entire

region.

(2) The fraction of links compromised depends on the number of good triples,

good pairs, and isolates which are compromised. Existence of these triples,

pairs, and isolates depends on the existence of inverse which are less than

k. Since inverses are randomly scattered over r, it is difficult to find the

number of triples, pairs, or isolates affected.

The experimental results for E ′′(s′′) for interlinks is given in Table V.

4.5 Estimation of V ′(s) and V ′′(s)

When sensor nodes are compromised, keys are exposed. There is chance that

all the keys in a noncompromised node are exposed. So this node is totally

disconnected from the network. When links are broken, communication can

occur through alternate paths. However, when sensor nodes are disconnected no

communication with the disconnected nodes is possible. Hence node loss must

be prevented. None of the other papers on key predistribution using deployment

knowledge has discussed this very important issue so far. We look at the local

resiliency V ′(s) (defined as the fraction of nodes disconnected when s nodes

are compromised) and global resiliency V ′′(s) (defined as the fraction of regions

disconnected when s agents are compromised). Our scheme reduces the chance

of sensor nodes being disconnected altogether. To disconnect a node all the keys

contained therein are exposed. Since a node n contains p + 1 keys, a minimum

of p + 1 nodes having those keys must be compromised to disconnect a node

in that region. Suppose s′ nodes are compromised. An average of s′/r2 nodes

are compromised in each region. So s′/r2 > p + 1. This means on an average

s′ > r2(p+1) nodes have to be compromised to disconnect one node. For example,

for a 31 × 31 grid, if nodes in each region contain 18 keys (p = 17), then on

an average 17298 nodes must be compromised to disconnect one node of each
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Table VI. Experimental Value of V ′′(s′′)
When Number of Regions is r2, Number of

Keys per Agent is k and s′′ Agents are

Compromised

r k s′′ V ′′(s′′)

23 15 100 0.00028

31 20 200 0.0027

37 30 300 0.0067

47 40 400 0.0022

53 50 500 0.0043

Experimental results are obtained for s′′ agents

chosen randomly over 100 runs.

region. This value of s′ is quite large. So we can say that our scheme is very

resilient. Only very few nodes will be disconnected even when a large number

of nodes are compromised.

We next find the number of regions disconnected when s′′ agents are compro-

mised. We give experimental results in Table VI. From the table we note that

for a 31 × 31 grid if 200 agents are compromised then about 2 − 3 regions will

be disconnected, where each agent contains 20 keys. When agents contain 25

keys then on compromising 200 agents about one region will be disconnected.

The theoretical bound for V ′′(s′′) is difficult to estimate because it depends on

the position and type of agents compromised. The position and type of agents

determine which keys are being exposed. If all distinct keys are exposed, then

V ′′(s′′) is expected to be more than the case where there is an overlap between

the exposed keys. Also if the keys exposed form a good triple or good pair, then

V ′′(s′′) is expected to be more than if one of the keys belonging to a good triple

or good pair is exposed. Further, since finding good triple or good pair depends

on the existence of inverse within a certain range (< k), the problem becomes

all the more difficult, as we know that inverse are scattered randomly. The

experimental results for E ′′(s′′) and V ′′(s′′) are given in Figure 3.

5. RELATED WORK

Key predistribution using deployment knowledge has been studied in Du et al.

[2004, 2006], Yu and Guan [2005, 2008], Liu and Ning [2003, 2005], Younis

et al. [2006], Zhou et al. [2006], Huang et al. [2004], Huang and Medhi [2007],

Chan and Perrig [2005], and Simonova et al. [2006]. Blom [1984] proposed a

method to predistribute keys using symmetric matrices. In this scheme there

are two matrices, a public matrix G which is known to all the nodes and a private

matrix D. A symmetric matrix A = (ai j ) is constructed as (D.G)T , where (D.G)T

is the transpose of the matrix D.G. The ijth entry is ai j = a j i is a pairwise key

between the ith and j th nodes. Each node i stores a corresponding row of the

private matrix and is able to compute a pairwise key with any other node j

by multiplying the row of the private matrix it stores with the corresponding

column of the public matrix. Du et al [2003, 2005] proposed a multiple-space

Blom scheme and in which there are multiple key spaces. In this scheme first w

key spaces are generated and each sensor is loaded with τ key spaces, 2 ≤ τ ≤ w.
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Fig. 3. Study of resiliency.

This further improved resilience of the scheme. An improvement of this scheme

was made using deployment knowledge in Du et al. [2004, 2006].

Blom [2004] scheme was also used by Huang et al. [2004] and Huang and

Medhi [2007] in devising a location-aware scheme for WSN. This scheme is

secure against selective node capture attack.

Yu and Guan [2005, 2008] studied key predistribution schemes using deploy-

ment knowledge and compared the effect of deployment on triangular, hexago-

nal, and square grids. They show that hexagonal, grids give better connectiv-

ity and resiliency than triangular and square grids. They make use of Blom’s

[1984] scheme for key predistribution. Their schemes have low storage and full

connectivity between nodes within the communication range. If the number of

nodes compromised is less than some threshold value, then the communication

between any other nodes is secure.

According to their scheme, the entire deployment area S f is broken down

into t grids equally, where shapes of grids may be various. N nodes are also

divided equally into t groups; group i is deployed in grid i. The center of the grid

is a deployment point, which is the desired location of a group of nodes. It is

assumed that the location of the nodes of each group i follows some probability

distribution function (pdf) f i(x, y) = f (x, y , µxi
, µ yi

), where (µxi
, µ yi

) ∈ S f is

the coordinate of the deployment point of the group.

In Blundo et al. [1998] the authors proposed polynomial-based key genera-

tion. It uses polynomial evaluations to obtain a pairwise key. Each node i gets

polynomial shares f (i, x) of symmetric polynomials of degree λ. In order to cal-

culate a common key with node j , node i needs to evaluate its polynomial with

at x = j as f (i, j ). Node j would in turn evaluate f ( j , i) and since polynomials

are symmetric f (i, j ) = f ( j , i) this value could be used as a common key. This

scheme is resistant against node capture: if less than λ + 1 nodes are compro-

mised, no information about the keys is revealed. This method has been used

by Liu and Ning [2003, 2005] to distribute keys in sensor nodes. Apart from
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using Blundo’s [1998] scheme Liu and Ning’s [2003, 2005] scheme used deploy-

ment knowledge. According to their scheme, the entire deployment region is

broken into rectangular regions. The deployment region is broken down into

equal-sized squares {Cic ,ir }ic=0,1,... ,C−1,ir=0,1,... ,R−1, each of which is a cell with co-

ordinates (ic, ir ) denoting row ir and column ic. Each of the cells is associated

with a bivariate polynomial. For a s = R × C grid the setup server generates

s t-degree polynomials { f ic ,ir (x, y)}ic=0,1,... ,C−1,ir=0,1,... ,R−1, and assigns f ic ,ir (x, y)

to cell Cic ,ir .

In Zhou et al. [2006] the authors discussed a key predistribution scheme

where sensor nodes are mobile. There are static sensors which are deployed in

groups. There are mobile collectors which are used used to collect and aggre-

gate sensor data and forward to the base station. For key predistribution it is

assumed that there are ns sensor nodes and nm mobile collectors. The static

sensors are arranged in g groups Gi, 1 ≤ i ≤ g , each of which has γ = ns/g

sensors. Group Gu will comprise sensors si such that (u − 1)γ < i ≤ uγ . The

pairwise key between a pair of sensor nodes is denoted by S − S key and the

pairwise key between a mobile collector and a sensor as an M − S key. All

senor nodes within a group are connected to each other using pairwise keys. If

sensors si and s j belong to the same group they start off associated. If they are

in different groups then communication takes place by agents. Groups Gu and

Gv are are said to be t-associated if they share t agents for each other. Each

pair of agents shares a pairwise key.

In Simonova et al. [2006], the authors discuss two predistribution schemes,

one using deployment knowledge: one in which the network is homogeneous

and the second in which the network is heterogeneous. In both schemes the

entire deployment region is broken down into grids. Sensors are deployed in

groups in these grids similar to Du et al. [2006]. There are two types of key

pools: the original key pool and the deployment key pool. Each grid has a dif-

ferent original key pool. All the original key pools corresponding to the dif-

ferent grids are disjoint. Let the original key pool belonging to the cell hi, j

be denoted by OKPi, j . Initially keys in the sensors are distributed from the

original key pool and placed in the sensors. Then the deployment regions are

grouped together into bigger cells, each having m2 cells. For a deployment cell

hi, j the original key pools from the m2 cells are merged to form the deployment

key pool. For the cell hi, j the corresponding deployment key pool is denoted

by DKPi, j = {
⋃

x, y OKPx, y |x = 1, 2, . . . , (i + m), y = 1, 2, . . . , ( j + m)}. So

the grid is augmented by m − 1 cells on the horizontal and vertical sides be-

fore the key pools are constructed. Simonova et al. [2006] state that any key

predistribution can be used to assign keys from the key pool. However, they

consider the transversal designs used by Lee and Stinson [2008].

The second scheme is heterogeneous in which there are two types of nodes:

the strong nodes and the weak nodes. The strong nodes contain a greater num-

ber of keys (mems keys in each sensor), compared to the weak nodes (memw keys

in each sensor) and have higher communication range than the weak nodes. Ini-

tially memw keys are distributed in each of the weak nodes. Once the weak nodes

are deployed, the cells are grouped together as supercells. The mems − memw
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Table VII. Comparison of the Different Schemes with Respect to the Type of Deployment, Type of

Nodes - Nodes of Same Strength(homogeneous) or Different Strength(heterogeneous),

Communication Overhead, Storage and Scalability

Communication

Schemes Deployment Nodes cost Storage Scalability

DDHV [Du et al. 2004;

Du et al. 2006]

Grid-group Homogeneous O(τ ) τ (λ + 1) Scalable

LN [Liu and Ning

2003, 2005]

Grid Homogeneous O(log C log R) (t + 1)q Not scalable

YG [Yu and Guan

2005, 2008]

Grid-group Homogeneous λ( log g ) (λ + 1)ω Not scalable

ZNR [Zhou et al. 2006] Group Heterogeneous O(log N ) O(γ )1 Not scalable

O(ns)
2

HMMH [Huang et al.

2004]

Grid-group Homogeneous O(τ ) τ (λ + 1) Scalable

HM [Huang and

Medhi 2007]

Grid-group Homogeneous O(τ ) τ (λ + 1) Scalable

PIKE [Chan and

Perrig 2005]

Grid Homogeneous O(log
√

N ) O(
√

N ) Not Scalable

SLW [Simonova et al.

2006]-1

Grid-group Homogeneous O(log p′) O(
√

N/g ) Scalable

SLW [Simonova et al.

2006]-2

Grid-group Heterogeneous O(log p′) O(
√

N/g ) Scalable

Ours Grid-group Heterogeneous O(log p) O(log n)1 Not Scalable

O(log N )2

Here τ denotes the number of key spaces selected out of ω spaces in DDHV scheme, λ denotes the security

parameter for the Blom scheme, ω denotes the number of key spaces, t denotes the degree of polynomial whose

coefficients are in Fq . C × R is the area of the region for LN scheme. g is the number of groups, n is the number

of nodes in each group and γ = ns/g , where ns is the total number of sensors. N is the total number of sensors.

p and p′ are parameters in our scheme and that of SLW schemes respectively. 1 is the storage for small sensor

nodes and 2 is the storage for agents.

Table VIII. Comparative Study of Intraconnectivity with the Number of Keys

Schemes Number of keys Connectivity

DDHV [Du et al. 2004; Du et al. 2006] 200 0.92

LN [Liu and Ning 2003, 2005] 200 0.99

ZNR [Zhou et al. 2006] 100 1.00

SLW [Simonova et al. 2006]-1 16 0.5856

SLW [Simonova et al. 2006]-2 40 0.80

Ours 12 1.00

The size of the network in DDHV,LN,ZNR is 10000, for SLW it is 12100 and 16093 for

our scheme.

keys are now placed in the strong nodes. The rest of the predistribution scheme

is similar to the one given in the previous scheme.

5.1 Comparison with Other Schemes

We present a comparative study of communication, storage, and scalability of

several schemes in Table VII.

The scheme given by Huang et al. [2004] (HMMH) and Huang and Medhi

[2007] (HM) differ from our scheme in that the sensor nodes are randomly
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distributed in a two-dimensional field which is divided into rectangular regions.

All nodes have equal power and storage capacities (homogeneous) compared to

our scheme where there are two different types of nodes. The nodes in a region

can communicate directly with each other with probability > 0.5. Our scheme

is better in the respect that all nodes in a region can directly communicate with

each other, thus reducing delays in communication. Since shared key discovery

is done by matching identifiers of keys in the sensor nodes, which will involve

huge computation and communication costs. We consider a network with a to-

tal of 10, 000 nodes. There are 100 regions, each having 100 nodes. Suppose

300 nodes are compromised, then fraction of links compromised amongst un-

compromised nodes is negligible in Huang et al. [2004] and Huang and Medhi

[2007]. However, if all the nodes are considered then the fraction of links com-

promised will be higher. With 16, 093 sensor nodes, distributed in 121 regions

of 133 nodes each, the fraction of intralinks broken is about 0.07. However, this

includes not just the links between the uncompromised sensor nodes but all the

compromised and uncompromised sensor nodes.

We next compare our scheme with that given by Zhou et al. [2006] (ZNH). The

sensor nodes are deployed similarly as in our scheme; however, their scheme

employs mobile agents instead of static agents as in our case. The nodes in a

region have 99 keys, which is only 12 in our case, for a region containing 100

nodes. In their scheme resiliency is defined to be the fraction of links broken,

where links are said to exist between two nodes provided they have a common

key or a path key which is established between nodes where there is no direct

communication. As such, the resiliency will be lower than ours.

Deployment knowledge is also employed by Liu and Ning [2003, 2005] (LN)

and Blackburn et al. [2008] (BEMP). There the whole region is divided into

squares as in our scheme, but instead of a group of nodes being deployed in a

square as in our scheme, only one node is placed in a square in these schemes.

Though deployment knowledge has been used by Younis et al. [2006] (YGE)

and Du et al. [2006] (DDHV), the deployment scheme is different in that there

are no specialized agents to communicate between regions. In these schemes

direct communication between nodes in not guaranteed.

In the Simonova et al. [2006] scheme, the number of specialized nodes de-

pends upon the size of the network, unlike ours which is constant (= 3). The

resiliency as given in the graph is much lower compared to our scheme. Also

resiliency in terms of nodes or regions disconnected has not been presented.

Though the number of groups is chosen to be r2, where r is a prime power,

our design works in all those cases where the dimension n of the grid is not a

prime. This can be done by simply choosing a prime power r > n and neglecting

those regions which fall out of the n × n grid.

Our scheme has several advantages. Firstly, the number of keys per node is

very low, of the order of
√

n, where n is the number of nodes in a region. Secondly,

the agents also have
√

N keys, where N is the number of regions. Thirdly, all

nodes can communicate with each other in a group, which results in higher

resiliency. Only three agents are required to ensure that all regions which are

within Lee distance are connected. The resiliency of our scheme is much better

than many state-of-the-art schemes. In our scheme we also use another measure
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Fig. 4. Comparison of DDHV, LN, YG, ZNR, HMMH, SLW, and our scheme. (i)DDHV scheme has

parameters k = 200, ω = 11, and τ = 2; (ii)LN scheme has parameters k = 200, m = 60, and L = 1;

(iii)YG scheme has parameters k = 100; (iv)ZNR scheme has parameters k = 100; (v)HMMH

scheme has parameters k = 200, ω = 27, and τ = 3; (vi)SLW scheme has parameters k = 16,

p = 11, and m = 4; (vii)Our scheme has parameters k = 12. The size of the network in DDHV, LN,

YG, ZNR, HMMH is 10000, for SLW it is 12100 and 16093 for our scheme.

of resiliency V ′(s) and V ′′(s) (the fraction of nodes or regions disconnected when

s nodes are compromised) which has not been considered in any deployment-

knowledge-based network.

We present a comparison of resiliency of the several schemes with our scheme

in Figure 4. We notice that our resiliency is better than most schemes. Also

the number of keys in our scheme is surprisingly low compared to the other

schemes.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH

In this article we propose a new key predistribution scheme for a grid-group-

based deployment scheme. In this scheme the adversarial region is divided into

a number of squares. There are two types of sensor nodes of different power and

storage capacity. Within a region all nodes can communicate with each other.

When sensor nodes in different regions want to communicate, then this is done

via special nodes called agents, which have more power and memory. We pre-

distribute keys in nodes in the groups according to combinatorial structures

called projective planes. We use another type of combinatorial designs called

transversal deigns while predistributing keys in the agents. Only three agents

are required for interregion communication, whatever the size of the network.

All nodes within a group can communicate with each other. Also agents in one

region can communicate with agents in other regions within the Lee sphere.

Thus delays and errors due to multihop communication is reduced. Our scheme

has the added advantage that very few keys have to be stored in the nodes com-

pared to all existing schemes which use deployment knowledge. We measure
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the resiliency of the network in terms of the fraction of links broken and get

better results than existing schemes. Also we measure the resiliency in terms

of the fraction of nodes or regions disconnected and get very good resiliency. The

second parameter is important because a disconnected node or region cannot

communicate at all. This had not been studied in earlier schemes which used

deployment knowledge.

In our article we have approximated the communication region using the Lee

sphere. This was done to simplify the calculations for resiliency. In the future

we would like to do all our analysis considering the communication region to

be circular.
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